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"The audience witnessed the brilliant performance of a unique group of four distinct artistic individuals." 

"Players boldly competed in the difficult interplay of harmoniously complex connections." 

"The last sentence, with its unusual and compositionally beautiful deviations from the established formal framework, 
sounded fantastic." 

  

 

  

The conclusion of the Dvořák Prague Chamber Music Series belonged to the music of Josef Suk, Erwin 
Schulhoff and the patron of the festival, Antonín Dvořák. The curator of this series, the famous American 



violinist of Jewish origin, Gil Shaham, who has been well known to Prague audiences for a long time, has 
participated in several concerts of this series himself. Not so on Monday, although he had the merit of building 
it. In addition to the Czech Wihan Quartet, he was also invited by pianist Mikhail Lifits, violinist Pauline Sachs 
and cellist Jens Peter Maintz. 

The introduction belonged to the passionate work of the young Josef Suk , fresh even more than 120 years after its 
inception. Leoš Čepický met with foreign guests on the stage . Mikhail Lifits , a pianist of Uzbek origin, who has lived 
in Germany since the age of sixteen, has readily interpreted the changing and dynamic twists and turns of the part that 
Suk, a 17-year-old, had prepared for him at the Prague Conservatory Master School. With unprecedented subtlety he 
brought out the main theme of the first sentence when returning in a reprise. First classical dancer, now recognized 
German violinist Pauline Sachse in trialogue with his countryman Jens Peter Maintzand Leoš Čepický ensured the 
captivating tone of Suk's score, especially in the long and melancholic passages of the second movement. The 
audience of the Rudolfinum in Prague witnessed the excellent performance of four distinctive artistic individuals, who 
together provided an impressive introduction to the evening. When finished artistic personalities come together in a 
unique grouping, as was the case in this case, interdependence is not guaranteed. The Czech-German-Uzbek 
ensemble did not fulfill this rule by listening to each other and humbly to the score (except for a few tiny 
sound “swallows” of the piano, whose lyrism sometimes was not enough for the wildness of the strings). 

 

 

 

  



After the exuberant and youthfully exalted Suk, the program featured Erwin Schulhoff 's less well-known, difficult and 
difficult to listen and demanding string sextet from the 1920s. Schulhoff, a Prague German Jew, sometimes mistakenly 
ranked among the so-called Terezín authors, rarely appears on concert stages, even though he is a composer with a 
rich musical language whose work blends inspirational influences from different musical worlds. His first opuses do not 
deny the legacy of great Czech masters, whose neighborhood his music was heard on Monday evening. It 
was Antonín Dvořák, who recommended little Erwin to study at the Prague Conservatory. Schulhoff later developed 
his talent in Germany, where he sucked in a variety of influences, in addition to jazz, the musical expression of the 
second Viennese school. The four-movement, powerful sextet for two violins, two violas and two cello, full of harrowing 
harmonies and dark sound areas, is proof of that. The Wihan Quartet, with two guests, began to interpret with all vigor, 
with individual players boldly competing in the difficult interplay of harmoniously complex connections. The fragile and 
somewhat ominous music of the second movement, full of the violent entrances of cello, came out beautifully. Prickly 
humor burlesque as if bymet. The interplay of the ensemble was exemplary. Schulhoff spared no concentration of 
players or listeners when he decided to write the last sentence at the pace of "Molto adagio", and this was reflected in 
the general unease in the Rudolfinum premises. The mysterious departure to silence did not come out so convincingly. 

 

 



 

  

After the break, the audience could look forward to an opus from the workshop of Master Antonín. The humble genius, 
thanking God for every piece he wrote, wrote three string quintets, the Wihan Quartet and Pauline Sachse decided to 
study the third of them, from the period that falls within Dvořák's stay in America. The quintet in E flat major , like the 
well-known “American” quartet, combines the Central European musical language with the titles and rhythms of the 
music of the indigenous people, which Dvořák listened attentively to during his stay in Spillville. Dvořák's chamber 
music specialist Hartmut Schick wrote the following about this work:“It is music that is often confined to just four or five 
tones instead of using the full chromatic scale, music that reinvents the rhythm as a peculiar element that almost 
disappeared in the music of late romanticism, music that rediscovered a monophonic melody as a phenomenon itself 
about itself, not in the Wagner sense as a product of harmony, music that brings material from nature and so-called 
primitive music to sacred concert halls, music that wants to be easy to play and entertain instead of bringing more and 
more tension to listeners and ever more claims to artists. " 

Quintet is a work full of joy, beauty and unbridled energy. The quintet also took a very energetic look. Leoš 
Čepický “embroidered” Dvořák's unmistakable melodies with great grace on his violin while the rest of the ensemble 
boldly accompanied him. Although there were subtle inaccuracies at the end of the first sentence and in both inner 
sentences, there was a lot of commitment from the players, and the last sentence with its unusual and compositionally 
beautiful deviations from the established formal framework sounded fantastic and applauded. We could rate this 
applause with the usual adjective “turbulent ”, perhaps because, as you slowly get up from the seats, it has created 
almost thunderous punches. 

  



 

  

The chamber series of the Dvořák Festival closed with the tones of its namesake and patron. The inclusion of all 
chamber concerts into a single whole is a good and functioning idea, furthermore supported by the aureole of the 
personality of the patron or curator. The audience had the opportunity to hear works by Brahms (such as the 
magnificent, unusually ferocious and passionate Brahms in F minor by Gil Shaham , Josef Špaček , Pavel Nikl , Kian 
Soltani and Gerhard Oppitz ), Sergei Prokofiev , Robert Schumann , from Suk, Schulhoff and finally from Dvořák. In 
addition to Schulhoff, it was "safe"dramaturgy that has accompanied the festival since its inception. Dvořák's Prague 
thus offers a healthy counterpart to the Prague Spring, and it has prospered 11 years after its inception. The chamber 
line ends, the orchestral one still has a few aces up its sleeve, such as the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto in D 
major performed by Renaud Capucon , the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra and Semyon Byckov on Saturday 21 
September. 
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